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ABSTRACT. The capability of an inspection system is established by applications of various methodologies to determine the probability of detection (POD). One accepted metric of an adequate inspection system is that for a minimum flaw size and all greater flaw sizes, there is 0.90 probability of detection with 95% confidence (90/95 POD). Directed design of experiments for probability of detection (DOEPOD) has been developed to provide an efficient and accurate methodology that yields estimates of POD and confidence bounds for both Hit-Miss or signal amplitude testing, where signal amplitudes are reduced to Hit-Miss by using a signal threshold. Directed DOEPOD uses a nonparametric approach for the analysis or inspection data that does require any assumptions about the particular functional form of a POD function. The DOEPOD procedure identifies, for a given sample set whether or not the minimum requirement of 0.90 probability of detection with 95% confidence is demonstrated for a minimum flaw size and for all greater flaw sizes (90/95 POD). The DOEPOD procedures are sequentially executed in order to minimize the number of samples needed to demonstrate that there is a 90/95 POD lower confidence bound at a given flaw size and that the POD is monotonic for flaw sizes exceeding that 90/95 POD flaw size. The conservativeness of the DOEPOD methodology results is discussed. Validated guidelines for binomial estimation of POD for fracture critical inspection are established.

INTRODUCTION

Recently it was reported\(^1, 2, 3, 4\) that Design of Experiments for Determining Probability of Detection Capability (DOEPOD) methodology provided a unique perspective on understanding probability of detection data. The DOEPOD methodology is based on the use of a nonparametric binomial statistical model. It was reported that the inspection data can be categorized into a series of numbered classes, depending on the structure of the data. Classes CASE 1 and CASE 1+ are classes with data that exhibit point estimates that are monotonically increasing with flaw size are identified. Classes CASE 1#, CASE 1*, CASE 2, CASE 4, CASE 5, CASE 6, and CASE 7 are data that either exhibits non-monotonic point estimates with flaw size or there is insufficient data to make a determination of monotonicity. The identification of different cases of inspection data allows development of an intuitive understanding that provides guidance on qualifying nondestructive inspection technologies. One accepted metric of an adequate inspection system is that for a minimum flaw size and all greater flaw sizes, there is 0.90 or greater probability of detection with 95% confidence (90/95 POD). There is often an assumption that the POD is increasing with flaw size. This assumption, however, is not always justified and the DOEPOD methodology does not require this assumption. The origin of using 90/95 POD as a metric for inspection capability is found in Mil-HDBK-5H\(^5\) where the 90/95 bound (T90) for acceptable B-basis material properties is defined. T90 is the “Statistically based lower tolerance bound for mechanical property such that at least 90 percent of the population is expected to exceed
T90 with 95 percent confidence." There are other more precise definitions of confidence intervals, clarifying that 95% confidence is a property of the procedure for constructing a statistical interval, and not to the observed interval itself.

It is important to define the difference between verification and validation. Verification is a demonstration that the process and procedures meet the specified requirements. Coding the physics correctly is an example for computer modeling verification. Validation is a demonstration that the process and procedures yield specific quantitative results within the specified requirements. Demonstrating that the physics is correct is an example for computer modeling validation.

The DOEPOD binary data-based methodology is designed to yield two main results. The first result is to identify whether or not the data provide a binomial-based 95% lower confidence bound that is at least 0.90 at a flaw size, known as the 90/95 POD flaw size. The second result is to identify whether or not the POD is monotonically increasing for flaw sizes greater than the 90/95 POD flaw size.

A validation demonstration of the DOEPOD methodology is needed and a Monte Carlo simulation study provides a basis for an acceptable demonstration. The simulation study is to show that, given a set of inspection data, the process and procedures used in DOEPOD will, with high probability identify a 90/95 point that is at least as big as the true flaw size giving a POD of 0.90 and to correctly determine if the POD is monotonically increasing for flaw sizes greater than the 90/95 POD flaw size.

Binomial-based statistical analyses of sample sets may indicate that a 90/95 point exists at a particular flaw size. However, this does not assure that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence also exists for larger flaw sizes. For fracture-critical applications, it needs also to be demonstrated that POD is at least 0.90 for a range of flaws sizes that is larger than the identified 90/95 point. This extension may be made when appropriate data is included. Because the statement, “POD is at least 0.90 with 95% confidence,” generally refers to the confidence bound at only one flaw size, it is important to define precisely the 90/95 POD acronym. For following work and the analyses executed in DOEPOD, the acronym 90/95 POD refers to, “By this procedure, there is a minimum flaw size, $X_{pod}$, at which POD meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence, and that POD also meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence for all flaw sizes larger than $X_{pod}$.”

Validating that POD exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence for all flaw sizes larger than the identified minimum flaw size, $X_{pod}$, is of fundamental concern. This is of particular importance where the POD at larger flaws sizes may be constant, oscillating, or even decreasing as a function of flaw size due to the physics of the inspection. The fundamental, issue is the lack of a priori knowledge about the shape of the POD function, making it impossible to specify, a priori, an economical investigation plan specifying the number, distribution, and size range of flaws needed to assure that POD meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence over a given range of interest. These sample requirement issues are not unique to binomial-based point estimates. This also seen more generally in parametric-model based POD methods where a priori knowledge about the shape of the POD function is used to recommend sample requirements. Since these sample requirements are of critical practical importance, the need for a procedure to address sample requirements is needed.
The motivation for developing the DOEPOD methodology stems from the author’s prior attempts to verify the accuracy of POD curves\(^{(7, 8, 9)}\), developed from parametric-model based POD methods, by utilizing binomial–based probability models that do not require a monotonicity assumption to estimate POD. It was noticed that binomial point estimates of POD often varied dramatically below the 90/95 point\(^{(7, 9)}\) provided by the commonly-used two parameter logistic regression model. These variations lead to a concern that if binomial point estimates of POD are varying dramatically below the 95% lower confidence bound, then there could be some doubt that POD is at least 0.90 at that flaw size.

Since the actual form of POD functions is unknown and varies with each inspection system and application, the author used existing inspection data sets as an initial basis to explore the large flaw sample requirements. A statistical “Delete-M” jackknife\(^{(10)}\) approach is used to generate subsamples from the existing data sets that have various predetermined numbers of randomly selected large flaws. Basically, the question being addressed by the jackknife approach is what if only 2, or 3, … or 30 large flaws are included in the analysis. An alternative approach that may be pursued to optimize the large flaw requirements is to use simulation data sets based on a given analytical POD function. The optimization using analytical POD functions is not reported here, and is future work to be explored. A Monte Carlo evaluation of existing data sets is used to identify the minimum sample requirements, and includes the use of a simple binomial point estimate statistical model of POD, generation of random jackknife subsamples data sets, subsequent DOEPOD analysis of the “Delete-M” jackknife subsamples, and aggregation and analysis of results.

The jackknife method used here may also be considered to be a repeated “Delete-by-One” jackknife, where the effect of sample size (i.e., the number of large flaws) is explored by systematically varying the numbers of samples available. This effectively generates jackknifed sample subsets of varying sample sizes. The DOEPOD analysis includes requirements that are of particular importance to practical applications for fracture critical inspections. Specifically,

1) If, for a narrow range of flaw sizes, there is a binomial-based lower 95% confidence bound on POD that exceeds 0.90, then the largest flaw in this range is identified as the minimum flaw size, \(X_{\text{pod}}\).

2) There must be a binomial-based lower 95% confidence bound on POD that exceeds 0.90 for groups of flaws having overlapping size intervals and also having flaw sizes within the range \(X_{\text{pod}}\) to at least \(3X_{\text{pod}}\). \(3X_{\text{pod}}\) is selected here as a representative bound that reflects current typical data sets\(^3\).

3) There must not be any misses at large flaws.

The first requirement assures that there is a grouping of flaws that is similar in size and detectability, as required for binomial statistics\(^{(1, 2, 3, 4)}\). The second requirement assures that for a sufficient range of large flaws, POD meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence for overlapping groups of large flaws. This does not imply that the POD is monotonically increasing for large flaws, rather only that there is a binomial-based lower 95% confidence bound on POD which exceeds 0.90 over the range of the overlapping groups. It should be remembered that there are physical reasons why the POD may
exhibit oscillations with flaw size, e.g., near and far field ultrasonic and eddy current footprint effects. Therefore, the DOEPOD methodology does not assume that the POD is increasing, but rather checks to see if the POD can be demonstrated to meet or exceed 0.90 with 95% confidence for flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$. The third requirement adds a conservative constraint that flaws with sizes greater than the minimum flaws size $X_{pod}$ must not be missed. Operationally, it is possible that such flaws will be missed in practical NDE capability testing for fracture critical applications. If flaws having a flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$ are missed, then all such misses are flagged as exceptions that need to be explained. If the number of hits is large enough to compensate for any misses that might be detected (i.e., the resulting 95% lower confidence bound is at least 0.90), then the DOEPOD methodology will indicate that the $X_{pod}$ flaw size as acceptable, while flagging that the misses should be evaluated to determine if there are other physical reason, such as unclean samples, or procedurally error, etc. When qualifying inspectors, other experience based conditions are placed on the inspection results. The DOEPOD methodology does not support inspector qualification when large flaws are missed. As a result the DOEPOD methodology, $X_{pod}$ will not exceed the size of the largest flaw missed.

The DOEPOD methodology is based on binomial statistics and provides point estimates of POD and companion lower confidence bounds on POD. No continuous functional form of POD versus flaw size is provided by the DOEPOD analysis. A comparison of DOEPOD analysis results with another popular curve fitting POD method(7, 9) is instructive and included in this work. There are a variety of statistical models and confidence bound procedures available, and for this comparison the estimated two parameter binary logistic regression models and corresponding lower confidence bounds compared are detailed in references 4 and 6. Point estimates of the logistic model POD may be obtained by the method of maximum likelihood estimation(11, 12).

The acronym Logit-ML is defined here and used throughout the following to denote the maximum likelihood estimation of the two parameter Logit statistical model(7, 9) and companion confidence bound procedures(7, 9).

A DOEPOD analysis on 437 POD data sets(7) was performed to verify the conservativeness of DOEPOD 90/95 POD values, relative to the Logit-ML method(7, 9). There is no a priori reason why a nonparametric method should be conservative, relative to fitting a parametric model. However, there are three aspects to this issue that result in the DOEPOD methodology providing conservative POD results. First, it is preferred to explore nonparametric methods initially as they require minimal assumptions and thus resulting conclusions are based on a more solid foundation(6). Second, it may not be possible to validate the assumptions behind parametric methods of estimating POD that are used to quantify the capability of inspection. Lack of validation can result in an implied validation, yielding results that may be incorrectly optimistic(13). Third, by design and for specific applications to fracture critical inspections, the DOEPOD methodology includes requirements that are expected to yield conservative results. When considering these three aspects, it is expected that the results obtained by use of the DOEPOD methodology are conservative with respect the results of obtained by the Logit-ML method(7, 9).
BACKGROUND

The DOEPOD methodology utilizes the concept of “point estimate Probability of a Hit” (POH) at a given flaw size. Using the binomial distribution model, one can use the number of detections out of a certain number of inspections to compute a point estimate and a lower confidence bound on POD. Prior work\(^\text{[14, 15]}\) used a selection of arrangements for grouping flaws of similar characteristics. Yee\(^\text{[14]}\) used smoothing optimized probability and overlapping sixty point methods, grouped by number of flaws into a class and by cumulative sums of fixed flaw size class intervals, while Rummel\(^\text{[15]}\) used fixed class widths. These binomial statistical methods have lead to the acceptance of using the 29 out of 29 (29/29) binomial confidence bound \(^\text{[14, 15]}\) method, in combination with validation that the POD is increasing with flaw size, to meet the requirements of MSFC-STD-1249\(^\text{[16]}\) and NASA-STD-5009\(^\text{[17]}\). The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has successfully used the (29/29) binomial-based rule for all fracture critical components of the Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle), International Space Station, and launch systems since the year 1970. The DOEPOD methodology extends previous work using the binomial distribution for estimating POD capability by adding the concept of maximizing the lower confidence bound as the driver for validating that 90/95 POD has been demonstrated at a minimum flaw size. When DOEPOD indicates that 90/95 POD is demonstrated at a minimum flaw size and for all larger flaw sizes, this satisfies the requirement for critical applications where validation of inspection systems, individual procedures, and qualification of operators are required. A DOEPOD analysis is useful even when a full POD curve\(^\text{[7]}\) is estimated and is without formal internal and external validation\(^\text{[13]}\). It was noted in prior work\(^\text{[1, 2, 3, 4]}\) that the combined statistical procedures of DOEPOD required further investigation by Monte Carlo simulation to obtain a clear picture of the statistical properties of the procedures. This work attempts to support that validation.

DETERMINATION of \(X_{pod}\)

The determination of \(X_{pod}\) is described in prior work\(^\text{[1, 2, 3, 4]}\) and is briefly described here. The DOEPOD methodology is based on the application of the binomial distribution to a set of flaws that have been grouped into size classes, where each class has a width. The classes are allowed to vary in width and start at 0.001 inches and increase in width by 0.001 inch increments. Classes start at the largest flaw and move toward the smallest flaw. Class length is used here to represent the flaws features of interest to allow for flaw depth, shape, volume, etc., to be used as the inspection criteria. The first class width group is assigned to the largest flaw in the data set. The largest flaw in any class width group is assigned as the identifier of the group. The DOEPOD methodology computes the binomial-based point estimate, which is called Probability of Hit (POH) and the corresponding 95% lower confidence bound (LCL) from the flaw data within class width group and conservatively associates it with the largest flaw in the group. The next moving class width group is determined by decrementing the upper and lower class lengths bounding the class width group by 0.001 inch. In this manner the class of uniform width is moved. The DOEPOD analysis again evaluates the POH and LCL obtained from the flaw data within this new class width group. This process continues until the smallest flaw is contained in the moving class width group. The class width is increased by 0.001 inch and the specimens are regrouped using the larger class width and starts at the largest flaw size. The DOEPOD analysis again evaluates the POH and LCL obtained from the flaw data within the larger class width group. This larger
class width group is again decremented (moved) as before until the smallest flaw is contained in the class width group. This process continues for all flaw sizes and class widths until all the flaws are eventually contained within one wide class width group or until the lower confidence bound of any group equals or exceeds 0.90. If a lower confidence bound does (does not) equal or exceeds 0.90 at any class width, then there exists (does not exist) a grouping of flaws detected with 0.90 POD with 95% confidence, $X_{pod}$. If $X_{pod}$ exists, then DOEPOD requires further validation that the POD increases with flaw size (this increase is not assumed a priori) within the range of flaw sizes for which the results are valid. DOEPOD addresses validation at large flaw sizes by using two sequentially applied analyses.

CASE DEFINITIONS

DOEPOD analysis identifies several CASES of data sets depending on the results of the DOEPOD procedures. Selected definitions are abbreviated below,

CASE 1 : The probability of detection meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence for all flaws at and above the flaw size $X_{pod}$.

CASE 1* : The probability of detection meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence at a flaw size $X_{pod}$. Further evaluation at flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$ is required by explaining and resolving Misses above $X_{pod}$.

CASE 2 : The probability of detection meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence at a flaw size $X_{pod}$, however, there are an excessive number of Misses above $X_{pod}$. Additional evaluation at identified flaw sizes is required.

DOEPOD EXTENDED FOR LARGE FLAWS

Grouping of flaws by number$^{(14, 15)}$ is allowed as long as the four requirements for using binomial statistics are met: (1) The number of trials, $N$, is to be fixed, (2) Each observation is independent, (3) Each observation represents one of two outcomes (Hit or Miss), and (4) The true probably of Hit is the same for each possible outcome.

In order to meet one of the requirements, the estimated probability of a hit should not be varying substantially within the large flaw size grouping. This is expected to be approximately true when the probability of detection meets or exceed 0.90 with 95% confidence at flaw size, $X_{pod}$.

Grouping of large flaws by number$^{(14, 15)}$ is executed in DOEPOD analysis when $X_{pod}$ has been identified in a data set. The number of large flaws in any one group is not fixed, and there may be up to 76 adjacent flaws in a group. $X_{p}$ identifies the minimum flaw size at which all flaw sizes greater or equal to $X_{p}$ may be grouped by varying the number, $N$, of flaws in a group to yield a lower confidence bound that meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence. The procedure for finding $X_{p}$ is briefly described here.

Starting at the largest flaw size, $XL$, the 29 largest flaws are put into a group. If the binomial analysis of this group yields a lower 95% bound on POD of 0.90 or greater, then the 90/95 POD is demonstrated conservatively at the largest flaw. If a Miss is observed in the set of 29 largest flaws then the size of the group is expanded to include
the 46 largest flaws. If no additional Misses are observed in the group of 46 samples then 90/95 POD is demonstrated at the largest flaw size. If a second Miss is observed in the set of 46 samples then the group is expanded to the 61 largest flaws. This process is continued until 90/95 POD is demonstrated or a maximum of 76 samples are included in the grouping. Once 90/95 POD is demonstrated at the largest flaw size, this flaw size is labeled $X_p$.

The next question to answer is whether it is possible to demonstrate 95/95 POD at a smaller size flaw. A new grouping is identified and starts with the second smallest flaw as the candidate. As in the procedure described in the previous paragraph, the second smallest flaw and the next 28 smaller flaws are put into a group of 29. If the binomial analysis of this group yields a lower bound of 0.90 or greater (i.e., there are no misses in the group of 29), then the 90/95 POD is demonstrated at the this smaller flaw size, and the value of $X_p$ is now changed to the second smallest flaw in the data set. Again, if a Miss is observed in this new group of 29, then the group is expanded in size as before. This procedure continues until either $X_p = X_{pod}$ or until the value of $X_p$ can not be made smaller. If $X_p > X_{pod}$, then there is a validation gap between $X_{pod}$ and $X_p$ that can not be resolved with the existing data.

In Figures 1, 2, 7, and 8, the range of flaw sizes where the lower 95% confidence bound on POD meets or exceeds 0.90 is shown as a shaded horizontal bar which extends from the flaw size, $X_p$, to the largest flaw size, $X_L$. The presence of $X_p$ indicates that there is 95% confidence that POD meets or exceeds 0.90 for all flaw sizes at and above $X_p$. If $X_p = X_{pod}$, then the lower bound of the probability of detection meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence for all flaw sizes from $X_{pod}$ to $X_L$. It will be shown here that grouping large flaws by number, N, is a necessary but not a sufficient requirement for demonstrating that the lower bound of probability of detection for these groups of large flaws sizes meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence.

**VALIDATING DOEPOD**

This work is very specific to validating that the binomial based methodology of DOEPOD yields a 90/95 POD flaw size when it exists and checks for situations where the POD might not be increasing monotonically. Validation is very important in safety-critical applications. The DOEPOD procedures are to provide a validated method where there is no other validated means of establishing POD monotonicity, as it is this 90/95 POD flaw size that is used and reported in formal inspection requirements and investigation documents. The 0.90 value is also used in formal government reports and handbooks. It is especially important to recognize that the POD for specified flaws sizes may or may not meet or exceed 0.90 with 95% confidence depending on the POD methodology used. For example, point estimates and confidence bounds may be obtained by use of parametric-model based methods or nonparametric approaches. Therefore it is important to validate that proposed POD procedures properly identifies when the lower bound of the POD for specified flaws sizes is below, meets, or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence. For fracture critical applications there is limited interest in a point estimate value, by itself. However, there is considerable interest in assuring that the POD level exceeds 0.90 with high confidence, and this is the reason that the 90/95 POD flaw size is the sought after level of inspection capability.
The following describes the DOEPOD validation testing performed to demonstrate that DOEPOD identification of the 90/95 POD flaw size, without large flaw misses or false call warnings, qualifies that the inspection system is adequate. That is, if a particular inspection procedure passes the DOEPOD test and an $X_{pod}$ is found, then there is a minimum flaw size, $X_{pod}$, at which the POD meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence, and that the POD for range of larger flaws from $X_{pod}$ to $X_L$ also meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence.

The identification of $X_{pod}$ only indicates that there is a configuration of test samples with adjacent flaws sizes for which the POD, at that point only, meets or exceeds 0.90 POD with 95% confidence. It is emphasized here that even when $X_{pod}$ exists, 90/95 POD at $X_{pod}$ is not demonstrated until it is verified that the POD is at least 0.90 for flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$.

There are two phases to the validation testing. Phase I is to validate that the DOEPOD analysis identifies a $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is conservative relative to the predicted 90/95 POD flaw size obtained by use of the Logit-ML statistical model. This Phase I validation compares flaw size at $X_{pod}$ with the estimated 90/95 POD flaw size obtained from a parameter based model. Reiterating, DOEPOD analyses do not use a model that implies that the POD is increasing above the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. This is in contrast to the commonly-used parametric models (e.g., the binary regression logit model), for which the POD is monotonically increasing. A second validation Phase II is needed to demonstrate that, when $X_{pod}$ exists, $X_{pod}$ is the demonstrated 90/95 POD flaw size. Phase II requires an evaluation of POD at flaw sizes that are greater than $X_{pod}$. The number and distribution of large flaws needed to make this evaluation is not known. The purpose of Phase II testing is to find the minimum sample requirements for DOEPOD analysis to yield a determination on whether we can be 95% confident that POD exceeds 0.90 for flaws sizes larger than the $X_{pod}$. A positive determination does not imply that the POD is increasing with flaw size, but rather that the POD is not decreasing at larger flaws.

If the above minimum sample requirements are met and 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is also observed for flaws sizes larger than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size, then $X_{pod}$ is the conservative and demonstrated value for the 90/95 POD flaw size as determined by the binomial applications in the DOEPOD methodology.

The current implementation of DOEPOD v.1.0 requires 25 flaws with flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$ and equally distributed in sizes up to and including the largest flaw size of the test set. The origin of this requirement will be identified in the following Phase II validation. In order to demonstrate that the effect of varying the number of large flaws, and to verify that this requirement is adequate, the DOEPOD analysis for large flaws needs to be turned off or inhibited. If the DOEPOD analysis for large flaws is executed, then the results will always indicate an exception for sample sets with less than 25 large flaws.
Phase I: Validate 90/95 POD at $X_{pod}$ is a Conservative Value

A DOEPOD analysis was performed on each of the 437 POD data sets in NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book. Results of these DOEPOD analyses identifies whether $X_{pod}$ exists in each data set. 153 of the 437 data sets are identified to be CASE 1 or CASE 1* and yield 90/95 POD flaws sizes, by DOEPOD binomial distribution method, and the Logit-ML procedures\(^{(7)}\), respectively. These are the 153 data sets that have 90/95 POD points that may be compared between these two POD methods. Further, for 145 of the 153 data sets, DOEPOD analysis yields an observed $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is conservative (i.e., larger flaw size) when compared to the 90/95 POD flaw size provided by the Logit-ML method. That is, DOEPOD yields a conservative value of the $X_{pod}$ flaw size when a 90/95 POD flaw size is also estimated using the Logit-ML procedures, and that this is true for 95% of the data sets compared. For the other eight of 153 data sets, DOEPOD analysis yields an observed $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is at least 15% smaller than the 90/95 POD flaw size provided by the Logit-ML method. The 15% difference is chosen to define and quantify a significant difference between the observed $X_{pod}$ flaw size and the 90/95 POD flaw size obtained from the estimated two parameter statistical model.

A careful examination of the eight data sets that exhibit $X_{pod}$ flaw sizes that are significantly smaller than the 90/95 value provided by Logit-ML identifies both data integrity issues and/or inadequacy of the two parameter statistical model. One of the eight data sets has erroneous analysis in the NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book. When the Logit-ML analysis is corrected, DOEPOD analysis yields a $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is larger than the estimated 90/95 POD flaw size obtained from the Logit-ML method. One of the eight data sets contains mixed sample thicknesses for an analysis by crack depth to thickness ratio. Comparisons of this data set with other data sets analyzed by either crack length or crack depth is not appropriate for this validation. There are two data sets, of the eight, for which the estimated 90/95 POD flaw sizes obtained from the Logit-ML method are outside the range of the actual flaw sizes in the data set. Use of the estimated 90/95 POD flaw size for these two data sets without supporting test data near the estimated 90/95 POD flaw size, implies extrapolation is not good engineering practice. This highlights the potential risk of improper use of the POD curve fitting procedures.

As a result, there are only four data sets out of 437, where DOEPOD analysis yields CASE 1 or CASE 1* with an observed a $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is more than 15% smaller than the 90/95 POD flaw size provided by the Logit-ML method.

Further evaluation of the four data sets exhibiting an $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is less than the 90/95 POD flaw size provided by the Logit-ML method reveals that the logit model does not fit the estimated probability of Hit proportions (POH) from the observed data very well. This lack of fit is quantitatively identified by large standard errors, shown in Table 1, between the Logit-ML predicted POD and the observed probability of Hit proportions (POH). A quantitative comparison between good and poor curve fits is discussed below.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Set(7)</th>
<th>Root Mean Square Deviation Between POD and Logit-ML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D7002L</td>
<td>0.1814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D7001L</td>
<td>0.1878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA003(3)L</td>
<td>0.1319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2001L</td>
<td>0.2097</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Root Mean Square Deviation Between POD and Logit-ML estimates exhibiting X_{pod} flaw sizes that are less conservative with respect to the estimated 90/95 POD flaw sizes obtain from the two parameter statistical model.

Analysis results for the D7002L data set shown in Figure 1 highlights the rather poor fit of the logit model (upper dashed curve), as measured by the Root mean square deviation between POD (observed proportions, POH shown as open circles) and Logit-ML, 0.1814. Here DOEPOD analysis identifies and observed X_{pod} flaw size (upper most solid triangle) of 0.066”. In comparison to the Logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size of 0.165”. The POH proportions are from flaws all having sizes within 0.020” of each other so these grouped flaws are similar in size.
Figure 1. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size for data set D7002L.

Analysis results of data set A8002L are shown in Figure 2 for comparison, where the root mean square deviation between POD and Logit-ML is small, 0.08, and the Logit-ML estimates track the observed proportions (POH) well. Here DOEPOD analysis identifies the $X_{\text{pod}}$ flaw size (upper most solid triangle) at 0.0147 inches in comparison to 0.0103 inches, the 90/95 POD flaw size provided by Logit-ML. In this example, the 90/95 POD values from the Logit-ML and DOEPOD analysis are similar and within 0.004 inches of each other (the example in Figure 1 had a 0.1 inch difference between values).
Figure 2. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size for data set A8002L.

Summarizing the above Phase I results. When the binomial-based analysis used in DOEPOD identifies a CASE 1 or CASE 1* data set exhibiting a $X_{pod}$ flaw size, this flaw size is usually larger than (and thus conservative relative to) the Logit-ML POD 90/95 POD flaw size. Exceptions arise when the logit model does not fit the observed data well. This is shown to be true even when large flaw number and size distribution requirements are not specified. This lack of fit exception occurred in four of the 153 (CASE 1 and CASE 1*) data sets in the NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book, 1997 where $X_{pod}$ and 90/95 POD are obtained via DOEPOD analysis and Logit-ML, respectively. The Logit-ML POD method is inadequate for at least these four data sets. It is re-emphasized here that even when DOEPOD analysis identifies $X_{pod}$ to exist at a flaw size, 90/95 POD at $X_{pod}$ and for all larger flaws sizes is not demonstrated until it is verified that the POD is at an acceptable level for flaw sizes greater than $X_{pod}$.

Phase II: Determining Sample Requirements for Large Flaws

The question to be answered in this section is: "If only the tested flaws are those that lead to the 90/95 POD being met or exceeded at $X_{pod}$ only, what additional flaws are needed to assure that 90/95 POD is also met or exceeded for larger flaws?" This may be
also stated as: “What additional large flaws are required to demonstrate that the POD is monotonic above $X_{pod}$.” In an effort to answer these questions some background and concerns on past proposed methods for making this determination will be discussed. A Monte Carlo evaluation of selected existing data sets will provide an answer to the question above. The Phase II section relies entirely on real data and a series of discrete steps are taken to assure that selected data sets are adequate to serve as the domain for the Monte Carlo evaluation.

**Background and Concerns on Establishing Monotonicity**

It has been shown that for the existing data sets discussed, the $X_{pod}$ flaw size provided by DOEPOD from CASE 1 or CASE 1* data sets is conservative relative to the to the Logit-ML POD 90/95 POD flaw size, except when logit model does not fit the observed data well. One important aspect of relying on the flaw size as determined by a 29/29 confidence bound (or equivalent) test is that it still remains unknown whether the POD is increasing with increasing flaw sizes above the identified flaw size where a lower bound meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence is at that point only. The POD also needs to be evaluated at larger flaw sizes. The determination of CASE 1 and CASE 1* for the data sets above was made without having the number of large flaws and the large flaw size distribution requirements being specified. Interestingly, even with this lack of specification the DOEPOD analysis yielded conservative values of $X_{pod}$ with respect to Logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size. This assurance of conservativeness is false since the comparison is being made with another methodology that may be inadequate. It will be shown here that, for real world applications, the number of large flaws and the large flaw size distribution requirements must be specified.

When the 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded at large flaw sizes, DOEPOD analysis identifies this scenario as CASE 2$^{(1, 2, 3, 4)}$, where further data and evaluation is needed for flaws larger than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. In prior work$^{(1, 2, 3, 4)}$ it was suggested that validation at larger flaw size may be performed by at least three different methods.

The first method is to repeat the 29/29 confidence bound (or equivalent) testing at two additional flaw sizes: (1) at the largest flaw size in the data set, and (2) at a flaw size midway between $X_{pod}$ and the largest flaw size in the data set. This approach added two additional flaw sizes for which the lower 95% confidence bounds for POD may be demonstrated to meet or exceed 0.90. Unfortunately, the required number of inspected specimens to make two additional statements is not available in existing data sets where there are limited samples at the mid-point and largest flaw sizes. This does not mean that testing at a mid-point and the largest flaw size is inadequate, but rather that these demonstrations do not allow for direct comparison with existing data sets. Given the lack of real data with the structure needed to make the additional two statements, an alternate approach needs to be explored for determining the large flaw requirements from existing data. The second method is to include an additional 27 flaws at equally distributed sizes between $X_{pod}$ and largest flaw size of the test set, and subsequently grouping of flaws by number. A challenge presents itself in identifying what number and acceptable distribution of flaw sizes are to be evaluated above the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. A Monte Carlo testing approach that utilizes existing data sets to estimate the large flaw requirements is pursued in this work. The third method is the development of procedures for using good engineering judgment supported by data obtained from similar systems.
There is also a caution noted here when identifying flaw sizes for all POD studies. Selection of flaw sizes may be dependant on physics of the inspection system. For example, if a differential eddy current probe system is being evaluated and if the flaw sizes are greater than the eddy current footprint, then there is a possibility that the POD will decrease when the flaw size is greater than the eddy current footprint. Flaw sizes that address these issues need to be included in the POD test.

**Identification of Adequate Existing Data Sets for Monte Carlo Evaluation**

The fist step in identifying adequate data sets is to select data sets that have an identified $X_{pod}$ flaw size and that have excessive Misses above that flaw size. The presence of these two features reveals a data set where one might erroneously claim that the $X_{pod}$ flaw size is the 90/95 flaw size. The DOEPOD procedures identify all data sets with these features as CASE 2 data sets. CASE 2 data sets all have excessive Misses for flaws larger than $X_{pod}$. This CASE 2 designation is made when the binomial analysis of numbers of grouped large flaws (flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size) results in demonstrating that 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. This binomial analysis of numbers of grouped large flaws is a quantitative evaluation of Misses that are outliers.

DOEPOD identified 46 CASE 2 data sets out of 437 POD data sets in the NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book where further data and evaluation is needed to validate that the 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size.

The second step is to select CASE 2 data sets where $X_{pod}$ that is less than the logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size. These data sets represent the most risk. If only the flaws in the small grouping at $X_{pod}$ were evaluated, so that no large flaw evaluation is performed, then $X_{pod}$ maybe erroneously claimed to be the 90/95 POD flaw size. In contrast, if the CASE 2 data sets exhibit a $X_{pod}$ that is equal to or greater than the logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size, then one might argue that $X_{pod}$ is simply a conservative value of the 90/95 POD flaw size. Therefore, in an effort to reduce risk, it is prudent to focus on potential high risk scenarios where $X_{pod}$ that is less than the logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size.

12 of the 46 CASE 2 data sets yield an observed $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is at least 15% smaller (i.e., less conservative) with respect to the logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size. Note that $X_{pod}$ represents only one point and not the 90/95 POD flaw size. The 12 data sets where these non-conservative CASE 2 scenarios occur are A3001BL, A6003H, B1003AL, C6003AL, C8001(3)D, CE011(6)D, CE011(6)L, D1002BD, D8001(3)L, D8003(3)D, D8003(3)L, and DC002(3)D. These 12 data sets represent possible data samplings for which a single 29/29 confidence bound (or equivalent) test may result in a $X_{pod}$ flaw size that is not conservative with respect to Logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size. That is, if the initial specimen or data set is a selected subset of the entire specimen or data set, then a single point estimate may lead to an apparent 90/95 POD flaw size that is non-conservative, with respect to the Logit-ML 90/95 POD flaw size. Or more directly what if only these selected specimens where generated and tested, then the results of the test on the larger flaws remains unknown, and unknown risk is introduced.
This risk is highlighted in the next two charts. The DOEPOD and Logit-ML analyses of the original D8001(3)L full data set is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size for data set D8001(3)L.

The $X_{pod}$ flaw size (upper most solid triangle) for this full data set is 0.164 inches. In contrast, by selecting a small sample consisting of a subset of the original D8001(3)L data, one may obtain an identical $X_{pod}$ flaw size, as shown in Figure 4. Here this subset contains only flaws with sizes less than or equal to 0.164 inches.
Figure 4. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size for a subset of data in D8001(3)L.

The DOEPOD analysis yields an $X_{pod}$ flaw size (upper most solid triangle) at 0.164 inches for both the data sets shown in Figures 3 and 4. However, 90/95 POD is not demonstrated for either the full data set or subset of data because 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. Remembering here that, by the minimum sample requirements, the largest flaw size must be equal to or greater than 3$x_{pod}$ in order to establish that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. The Logit-ML curve fitting procedure shows the predicted POD (upper dashed curve) increasing for all flaws sizes and for both data sets, however, the presence of 10 Missed (out of 62 opportunities) large flaws above 0.510 inches in the original data set, makes this Logit-ML predicted POD questionable and suggests that an alternative model is required. One possibility would be a model in which the POD asymptotes to something less than 1 for large flaws.

This information now provides us with guidance on how to proceed in validating that the POD is actually increasing with flaw sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. First, the lower bound on POD must meet or exceed 0.90 with 95% confidence must be reached at some flaw size, $X_{pod}$. Second, a range of flaw sizes above $X_{pod}$ needs to be included in the data set. Third, the parameter based predictive POD models should not be relied upon for demonstrating that the POD is increasing with flaw size above the 90/95 POD flaw size. That is, the adequacy of the predictive model is not assured.
The third step in identifying data sets that are adequate is to select data sets that have a sufficient number and range of large flaw sizes available above the $X_{pod}$ flaw size so that uniquely different samples can be selected. There should be no Misses at the largest flaw size. By DOEPOD design, CASE 1 can never occur when there is a Miss at the largest flaw size, so that data sets containing these features are excluded.

Using all of the above constraints, there are two (2) original CASE 2 data files from which to generate random data files for the Monte Carlo test. The files are labeled as A6003H and D1002BD.

Monte Carlo Procedure

The testing domain is the data from identified files (A6003H and D1002BD) in the NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book. Subsample data files are randomly generated from the two domain files. The DOEPOD analysis is performed on the individual subsample data files. The individual DOEPOD analysis results are aggregated into a final result.

Generating Subsample Data Sets

In order to perform this Monte Carlo evaluation, a series of randomly generated subsample data files are required where the number of flaws having sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size is allowed to increase from 2 to 35. The number range is arbitrary where the actual number required is, at this point, unknown. Data sets can be generated by a “Delete-by-M” jackknife(10) subsampling method, where M denotes the total number of large flaws excluded from the original data set. There is no replacement of samples, so that once a sample has been randomly selected, that sample can not be selected again for the same subsample data set. By dynamically changing M, the sensitivity of the DOEPOD procedures to properly determine that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size is explored as a function of the number of large flaws. By construction, the “Delete-by-M” procedure is only applied to add to the data set flaws with sizes greater than $X_{pod}$ flaw size.

The first Monte Carlo subsample data set contains only two large flaws is generated by randomly selecting one sample having a flaw size greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size. The largest flaw in the original data set is also included. This completed Monte Carlo subsample data set now contains all the original flaw sizes up to the $X_{pod}$ flaw size and one additional randomly selected flaw larger than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size and the largest flaw in the original data set. As with many statistical tests, increasing the number of Monte Carlo subsample data sets, generally increases the confidence of the results. 76 complete random individual Monte Carlo subsample data sets are generated by repeating the above process 76 times. The 76 subsample data sets comprise one complete collection of randomly generated input data files containing only two large flaws in each subsample date set. The process is repeated for 2, 3, 4, … , 34 randomly selected large flaws sizes to yield a total 2584 randomly generated input data files. The range of the number of selected large flaws is chosen to reflect the range of minimum number of large flaws (two) to a
maximum number of large flaws (thirty-four) available in the data sets. A total of 5168 random subsample data files are generated for the A6003H and D1002BD data sets.

**DOEPOD Analysis Results**

DOEPOD analysis results from the 5168 subsample data sets are used to specify the large flaw requirements needed to assure that proper determination is made on whether or not 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for all larger flaw sizes. There are two possible outcomes from the DOEPOD analysis of the randomly generated subsample files. The DOEPOD analysis yields CASE identifications that are either a failure or a success. Since these original data sets are CASE 2 data sets, DOEPOD analysis should not identify the subsample data sets as CASE 1 data sets. Therefore, for validating the conservative nature of the DOEPOD analysis, a failure is defined as CASE 1 (i.e., 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size.). A success is defined as any other CASE (i.e., 90/95 POD is not met for all flaws sizes greater than the $X_{pod}$ flaw size.). Here the presence of CASE 1 represents a failure in the DOEPOD analysis for any of the subsample data sets, and for either of the original CASE 2 data sets A6003H and D1002BD, and this failure represents added risk. By varying M, the minimum number of large flaws required to assure a conservative determination of the true CASE may be obtained.
The original D1002BD CASE 2 and A6003H CASE 2 data sets are shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively.

Figure 5. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size for data set D1002BD.
The examination of two typical Monte Carlo generated data sets highlights the risk of using data sets with a limited numbers of large flaws.

A typical random data set generated from the original D1002B data is shown in Figure 7 for trial number 68 when 20 larger flaws are randomly selected for this trial. DOEPOD analysis yields a CASE 1* and is a success, i.e., not CASE 1, because there are conditions on CASE 1* that limit the validation at large flaw sizes. The conditions are that Misses must be explained and resolved before validation at large flaw sizes is accepted. This is the DOEPOD analysis indication that 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for flaws greater than X\text{pod} and more evaluation is required. The additional evaluation here must address the requirement that every Miss observed at flaw sizes greater than X\text{pod} must be explained and resolved. That is, the inspection documents, the inspection procedure, and the physical integrity of the flaw are to be verified. If the inspection procedure is inadequate, e.g., the sample was not cleaned properly, or if there was a data recording error, then the Miss maybe explained and retesting is warranted. These types of exceptions are typical when they do occur.
Figure 7. Trial #68 with 20 random large flaws from data set D1002BD. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size.

In contrast, another typical random data set generated from the original D1002BD data is shown in Figure 8 for trial number 65 when 20 larger flaws are randomly selected for this trial. DOEPOD yields a CASE 1 and is a failure, since there are no conditions on CASE 1 that limit the validation at large flaw sizes. Note the absence of inspection Misses in this random data set above the $X_{pod}$ flaw size, 0.043 inches. This trial represents added risk where the random data selected from the original CASE 2 data set yields a CASE 1. That is, the DOEPOD analysis of this random Monte Carlo test data subsample does not identify any difficulty in detecting large flaws, even when 20 large flaws are included in the analysis. If this were the only inspection data taken, the result would erroneously imply that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded at and above $X_{pod}$, and this represents increased risk.
Figure 8. Trial #65 with 20 random large flaws from data set D1002BD. Probability of Hit (POH), POH Lower Confidence Bound (LCL), Logit-ML of POD and Lower Confidence Bound of Logit-ML versus flaw size.

**Aggregating the Individual DOEPOD Analysis Results**

The individual DOEPOD analysis results for the 5187 subsamples are aggregated into a final result by evaluating the estimated probability of success (POS) that DOEPOD procedures determine POD to be non-monotonic above the $X_{pod}$ flaw size when it is non-monotonic. POS is estimated as a function of the number of randomly selected large flaws.

POS is estimated by applying binomial statistics to the results of each data set having the same number of randomly selected and unique large flaws. As stated earlier, the use of binomial statistics requires that four elements be true if a statistical variable is described by a binomial distribution: (1) The number of trials, $N$, is to be fixed. $N = 76$, is the number of runs of DOEPOD. (2) Each observation, i.e., DOEPOD analysis result on a randomly generated data set, is independent, (3) Each observation (DOEPOD analysis result) represents one of two outcomes (success or failure). Any result other than CASE 1 is a success. A CASE 1 result is a failure, and (4) The true probability of success (POS) that DOEPOD identifies a success (i.e., any case other than CASE 1) is the same for each possible outcome for fixed $M$. The truth of the last element is dependent on the range and distribution of large flaws available in the data sets. It will be shown...
later that the coefficient of variation of the large flaw distribution may be used to establish the presence of weighting in a data set.

In this Monte Carlo evaluation there are 76 data sets with the same number of randomly selected flaws for each of the original two data sets (A6003H, D1002BD), or 76 trials with either a failure (CASE 1) or a success (any case other than CASE 1). The ratio

\[
POS = \frac{\text{Number of Sucesses}}{\text{Number of Trials}}
\]

is a proportion and is an estimate of the probability that the DOEPOD analysis successfully identifies the probability of detection to be non-monotonic for large flaws. The lower bound (LCL) on POS at 95% confidence is also determined. Using the same nomenclature, a 90/95 POS indicates that there is 0.90 probability of successfully identifies that the POD is non-monotonic with 95% confidence when it is non-monotonic.

A summary of the DOEPOD analysis for both sets of 2584 random data files is shown in Figure 9. The POS exhibits a different structure between the two data sets and this is expected since the distribution of large flaw sizes between the two data sets are different. It is noted here that the proportion given by the ratio of (Number of Inspection Misses)/ (Number of Available Large Flaws) in both A6003H and D1002BD data sets are similar at 0.10 and 0.11, respectively.

**Figure 9.** Summary of the DOEPOD analysis for both sets of 2584 random data files. The minimum number of larger flaws, \( N_{0.90/95\text{ POD}} = 25 \), required to demonstrate that there is a 0.90 Probability of Success (POS) with 95% confidence that DOEPOD analysis establishes that 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for large flaws. HIGH CONFIDENCE ZONE: When 0.90 POS with 95% confidence is met or exceeded, LCL is equal to or greater than 90%. The number of flaws, \( N = 25 \), (with sizes larger than the \( X_{\text{pod}} \) flaw size) required to demonstrate that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded for flaw sizes larger than the \( X_{\text{pod}} \). This number of large flaws is required when new NDI or enhanced NDI technologies are being evaluated. HIGH RISK ZONE: When 0.90 POS with 95% confidence is not demonstrated, LCL is less than 0.90. The number of
large flaws is insufficient to demonstrate that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is met or exceeded for flaw sizes larger than the \( x_{\text{pod}} \). This number of larger flaws may be accepted, with justification, when conventional or derivative NDI technologies are being evaluated.

The POS is a function of number of large flaws and indicates the number of large flaws required for the DOEPOD analysis to establish whether or not the POD for large flaws meets or exceeds 0.90 with 95% confidence. The number of large flaws required to demonstrate that 0.90/95 POS is met or exceeded varies for these two CASE 2 examples. Remembering that when 90/95 POS is met or exceeded, the DOEPOD analysis will also properly identify that 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for large flaws. From Figure 9 the minimum number of large flaws required to establish that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is met or exceeded for these large flaw sizes and simultaneously for both A6003H and D1002BD data sets may be identified as 25. This occurs when POS is 0.96 with a lower bound of 90%. The standard error on POS is 0.043. From Figure 9, the lower bound on POD for large flaws may be checked by adding 25 (\( N_{90/95 \text{ POD}} = 25 \)) or more random and unique flaws with flaw sizes exceeding \( x_{\text{pod}} \). Adding 25 or more random and unique flaws with flaw sizes exceeding \( x_{\text{pod}} \) represents a successful large flaw evaluation test in the HIGH CONFIDENCE ZONE shown in the Figure 9. This test should be considered as mandatory for all evaluations of new or enhanced NDI technologies.

The largest number of large flaws where 0.90 POS with 95% confidence is not met in either A6003H and D1002BD data sets establishes a number of large flaws that, when 90/95 POD is not met or exceeded for large flaws, then the DOEPOD analysis will not adequately identify that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is not met or exceeded for large flaws. This represents added risk (HIGH RISK ZONE) shown in the Figure 9. Therefore, adding less than 25 random flaws with flaw sizes exceeding the \( x_{\text{pod}} \) should only be considered when justification is provided and when evaluating conventional or derivative NDI technologies.

A different trend is observed in the POS between the A6003H and D1002BD data sets. The origin of the difference is identified by examination of the distribution of large flaw sizes. A6003H has large flaws grouped together and not uniformly spaced above the \( x_{\text{pod}} \) flaw size, 0.1308 inches. In contrast, the D1002BD data set exhibits a fairly uniform distribution of large flaws distributed above \( x_{\text{pod}} \) flaw size, 0.043 inches.

In order to provide the most general stringent test for validation at large flaw sizes, it is appropriate to identify data sets similar to D1002BD as the preferred large flaw size distribution. That is, flaws above \( x_{\text{pod}} \) need to be uniformly distributed in sizes between the \( x_{\text{pod}} \) and largest flaw size. The definition of “uniformly” is subjective, however, the coefficient of variation, \( CV \), may be used to test for degree of the uniformity distribution. \( CV \) is the ratio of the standard deviation of flaw sizes greater than \( x_{\text{pod}} \) to the mean of the flaw sizes greater than \( x_{\text{pod}} \).

\[
Coeficient of Variation, \quad CV = \frac{\text{Standard Deviation of Large Flaws Sizes}}{\text{Mean of Large Flaws Sizes}}
\]

The DOEPOD methodology provides guidance on the acceptable values of \( CV \). An acceptable range is defined here to have large flaws with sizes approximately equally spaced from \( x_{\text{pod}} \), to the largest flaws size, \( x_{\text{L}} \). Data sets with a \( CV \) less than 0.33 are not
sufficiently uniformly distributed and exhibit narrow groupings of flaws. When uniformly spaced flaws are considered, a CV of 0.34 is identified as the acceptable for D1002BD, while the actual CV for this data set is 0.39. Large flaws with a CV greater than 0.56 are not sufficiently uniform and exhibit skewed groupings of flaws. This CV is observed for the data set A6003H, while the acceptable CV when considering uniformly spaced large flaws for this data set is 0.40. An examination of the entire set of data files in the NTIAC Capabilities Data Book yields the acceptable CV to be in the range 0.337 – 0.506.

The requirements for 25 unique and uniformly distributed large flaws yielding a CV in the range of 0.33 – 0.51 for these large flaws is a requirement to reach CASE 1 in DOEPOD v.1.0. This requirement assures the probability (POS) that DOEPOD analysis will determine that the POD function is non-monotonic when it is non-monotonic to be 0.96 (96 in a hundred), and therefore, DOEPOD v.1.0 analysis only identifies CASE 1 when in the high confidence zone shown in Figure 9. This requirement is established by using existing real data. It will be shown later that by using simulations, the Monte Carlo uncertainty on the proportion of successes in determining non-monotonicity is substantially lower when compared with the above 0.043 uncertainty on the POS that is present when the POS is determined by using the limited experimental data from the two real data sets.

Summarizing the above Phase II results: For these two real data sets, a minimum of 25 uniquely different flaw sizes larger than X_{pod} that uniformly span the range from X_{pod} to the largest flaw size, are required for validating that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded in the range from X_{pod} to the largest flaw size. Since a minimum number of flaws needed to identify X_{pod} is 29, and with the requirement for 25 flaws larger than X_{pod}, then the minimum number of flaws required to demonstrate that 90/95 POD is met or exceed at and above X_{pod} is 54 flaws when using the binomial point estimate methodology of DOEPOD. The above requirements were established by generating 5168 subsample data sets from only two real data sets. It is noted here that this sub-sampling, and subsequent analysis, only explores the variability in the estimators, X_p and number of large flaws needed, that are used in DOEPOD, for these particular data sets. It is assumed, for now, that these requirements are adequate for all POD data sets. The “Delete-by-M” jackknife sub-sampling method was used to generate these samples. Monte Carlo simulations to follow will further demonstrate that this assumption is correct.

DOEPOD v.1.0 evaluates the number and distribution of flaws with sizes greater than X_{pod} for validating that 90/95 POD is met or exceeded in the range from X_{pod} to the largest flaw size.

ESTABLISHING THE PROOF PROPERTY BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

The prior validations were done using existing real inspection data sets. The advantage to using real data sets is that shape of the POD function is not assumed. Use of existing data sets allowed for the determination of the minimum number and distribution of large flaws sizes needed to identify 90/95 POD flaw size. However, since the number of real data sets that meet the test requirements is limited, it is prudent to explore the application of these large flaw requirements to selected POD functions that
simulate possible variations from assumed monotonicity. The goal of these simulations is to establish the proof property of the DOEPOD procedures for determining whether the POD function is either non-monotonic or monotonic.

**Test Procedure Using Functions that Simulate POD**

The procedure used for simulations is straightforward. (1) Select POD functions that are to simulate different types of POD curves. These may be monotonic, non-monotonic, as well as oscillating. (2) Create 2000 data sets by randomly drawing samples according to the Hit-Miss proportions at selected flaw sizes. The flaw sizes chosen are determined by the requirements of the DOEPOD procedures. The flaws are randomly dithered in sizes about the flaws sizes required by the DOEPOD procedures in order to represent the distribution of real flaw sizes. (3) Analyze each simulated data set following the DOEPOD procedures. The analysis results may indicate that more samples are needed. If more samples are needed, then these samples are drawn until the sample requirements are met or a Miss is obtained, at which time the updated data set is reanalyzed using the DOEPOD procedures. This process continues until a determination may be made as whether the POD function is monotonic (CASE 1) or non-monotonic (all other CASEs). (4) Aggregate the results to determine the capability of the DOEPOD procedures.

In order to constrain the number of analysis cycles needed to make a determination of monotonicity, only 29 executions of the DOEPOD procedures are allowed. The flaws size resolution is constrained when evaluating whether $X_{pod} = X_p$ is true or not. Here $X_{pod}$ is considered to be equal to $X_p$ when $X_p - X_{pod} < 0.002$ inches. In order to avoid including flaws at excessively large sizes, the large flaw range cannot be extended more than three times. For example, if the largest flaw size, XL, is 0.7 inches in the initial data set, then the DOEPOD procedures will not continue to request flaw sizes greater than 5.6 inches.

There are two different modes that will be used for establishing the capabilities of the DOEPOD procedures. The first mode is an iterative sequential looping mode that starts with only 16 flaws. After the iterative process is complete and a determination on whether the POD is monotonic or non-monotonic is made, the total number of samples will have increased. The average number of samples needed (ASN), and the standard deviation of the ASN, SD, for the 2000 initial sample sets is recorded for evaluating the efficiency of the DOEPOD procedures. The second mode is a non-looping mode that uses only fifty-four (54) flaws. The fifty-four (54) sample requirements have been determined by the prior DOEPOD results from real data sets. The fifty-four (54) samples are to contain (twenty-nine) 29 flaws at the target 90/95 POD flaw size and twenty-five (25) larger flaws uniformly spaced in size between the target 90/95 POD flaw size and three times the target 90/95 POD flaw size. This mode is used to address the question: If a 29/29 result is observed at the target flaw size, what is the capability of the DOEPOD procedures to make a determination on whether the POD is monotonic or non-monotonic?
**POD Simulation Functions**

Representative POD functions are selected to examine the characteristics and capability of the DOEPOD procedures in determining whether the POD function is non-monotonic or monotonic. One way to determine these characteristics is to use POD functions that have both subtle and dramatic non-monotonicity.

Six different POD functions provide both subtle and dramatic variations are developed and shown in Figure 10. The POD functions labeled B, C, D, and E all are non-monotonic and asymptote to 0.90, 0.85, 0.75, and 0.50 POD, respectively. The POD function labeled A is non-monotonic and exhibits a 13.5% oscillatory dip from a maximum value such that a minimum occurs at 0.85 POD and the POD function asymptotes to 1.00 for the largest large flaws. The POD function labeled G is monotonic and is the basis from which all other POD functions have been derived.

POD functions A, B, C, D, E are all evaluated using the iterative sequential looping mode starting with survey set 16 samples have flaws sizes of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 0.07, 0.08, 0.09, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 inches, while the POD functions G and C are evaluated using the non-looping mode and starting with 54 samples that have 29 flaws at the target flaw size of 0.29 inches and 25 flaws uniformly spaced in size extending from 0.29 inches to 0.9 inches. During sample selections the flaw sizes are randomly dithered about the flaw sizes listed above.

![Figure 10. Selected POD functions used in Monte Carlo tests.](image)

The first five rows of Table 2 give results using DOEPOD in the sequential mode in which additional flaws are added to the sample set in order to resolve ambiguity. With
true POD curve C in Figure 10, the probability that the DOEPOD analysis will indicate that the POD function is monotonic when it is not is 0.004 (4 in a thousand). For true POD curve B, the probability is 0.053 (53 in 1000).

The last two rows of Table 2 give results using DOEPOD in a single run mode with 54 samples (which would be used when it is impossible to add additional flaws to the sample set). With true POD curve C in Figure 10, the probability that will indicate that the POD function is monotonic when it is not is 0.028 (28 in 1000). On the other hand, with true POD curve G in Figure 10, which is monotone increasing, the probability that will indicate that the POD function is monotonic is 0.949 (949 in 1000).

The Monte Carlo standard errors on the proportion of non-monotonic determinations, p, are small and do not exceed 0.0098.

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>POD FUNCTIONAL FORM</th>
<th>ASYMPTOTE OF POD FUNCTION</th>
<th>PROPORTION OF MONOTONIC, (1-p)</th>
<th>PROPORTION OF NON-MONOTONIC, p</th>
<th>MONTE-CARLO ERROR +1.96[p(1-p)/2000]1/2</th>
<th>AVERAGE SAMPLE NUMBER, ASN</th>
<th>STANDARD DEVIATION OF ASN, SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Oscillating (13.5% dip)</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>79.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Non-Monotonic</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-Monotonic</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Non-Monotonic</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Non-Monotonic</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-Monotonic</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Monotonic</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Summary of Monte Carlo tests that utilize the simulation functions A, B, C, D, E, and G.

The average sample number (ASN) and its standard deviation, SD, for each of the simulations are also shown in Table 2. The ASN for the single run non-looping mode are fixed at 54 as indicated in the last two rows in table 2.

When using DOEPOD in the sequential iterative mode the ASN and SD increase as the non-monotonic POD function approaches a monotonic function. The non-monotonic POD function that has an asymptotes to 0.50 (E) requires considerably smaller ASN than the non-monotonic POD function that asymptotes to 0.90 (B). When the non-monotonic and monotonic functions become similar, it takes more data in order to make a determination of monotonicity. This trend is further evidenced by the large ASN (267) needed to make a determination on monotonicity for the POD function with a slight dip (A).

The frequency of occurrence versus the number of samples required to make a determination on montonicity, when DOEPOD analysis is used in the sequential iterative
mode is shown in Figure 11. The distributions of the number of samples are uniform for POD function, B, C, D, and E. However, the number of samples has a bimodal distribution for the POD function A. The origin of the bimodal shape of the number of samples is likely to be due to the fact that, although the POD function (A) is non-monotonic below 0.524 inches, this POD function is monotonic above 0.524 inches.
Figure 11. The frequency of occurrence versus the number of samples required to make a determination on monotonicity when DOEPOD analysis is used in the sequential iterative mode.
The DOEPOD analysis reveals this monotonicity by identifying 90/95 POD flaw sizes shown in Figure 12. 90/95 POD flaws sizes smaller than 0.524 inches represents a 4% error where the DOEPOD procedures determined this POD function to be monotonic below 0.524 inches when it is not. In contrast, the DOEPOD procedures make a determination that the POD function is monotonic at and above 0.524 inches where it is monotonic.

![Figure 12](image.png)

Figure 12. The 90/95 POD flaw sizes for simulations based on the POD function A. The light shaded region represents where the DOEPOD procedures determined this POD function to be monotonic below 0.524 inches when it is not. The darker shaded region represents where the DOEPOD procedures make a determination that the POD function is monotonic at and above 0.524 inches where it is monotonic.

**SUMMARY**

The DOEPOD Phase I and II validation testing demonstrates that the DOEPOD methodology yields a demonstrated and conservative estimated value of the 90/95 POD flaw size with respect to 90/95 POD flaw size obtained by maximum likelihood estimation of the two parameter Logit statistical model\(^7\) and confidence bound procedures\(^9\) used in the NTIAC NDE Capabilities Data Book\(^7\) when adequate statistical models are used.

A minimum of 25 randomly selected uniquely different flaw sizes larger than the \(X_{pod}\) flaw size, that uniformly span the range from \(X_{pod}\) to the largest flaw size, that are required for validating that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is met or exceeded in the range from \(X_{pod}\) to the largest flaw size. Since a minimum number of flaws needed to
identify $X_{pod}$ is 29, and with the requirement for 25 flaws larger than $X_{pod}$, then the minimum number of flaws required to demonstrate that 0.90 POD with 95% confidence is met or exceed at and above $X_{pod}$ is 54 flaws when using the binomial point estimate methodology of DOEPOD.

Monte Carlo simulations validate that the procedures used in DOEPOD identify a non-monotonic POD function at least $95 \pm 0.98$ % of the time when it exists.

If a 90/95 POD flaw size is established using 29 similar flaws, then with the inclusion of 25 uniformly spaced larger flaws the DOEPOD procedures will yield a determination that the POD is monotonic $95 \pm 0.96$% of the time when it is monotonic.

If a 90/95 POD flaw size is established using 29 similar flaws, then with the inclusion of 25 uniformly spaced larger flaws the DOEPOD procedures will yield a determination that the POD is non-monotonic $97 \pm 0.72$% of the time when it is non-monotonic.
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The capability of an inspection system is established by applications of various methodologies to determine the probability of detection (POD). One accepted metric of an adequate inspection system is that for a minimum flaw size and all greater flaw sizes, there is 0.90 probability of detection with 95% confidence (90/95 POD). Directed design of experiments for probability of detection (DOEPOD) has been developed to provide an efficient and accurate methodology that yields estimates of POD and confidence bounds for both Hit-Miss or signal amplitude testing, where signal amplitudes are reduced to Hit-Miss by using a signal threshold. Directed DOEPOD uses a nonparametric approach for the analysis or inspection data that does not require any assumptions about the particular functional form of a POD function. The DOEPOD procedure identifies, for a given sample set whether or not the minimum requirement of 0.90 probability of detection with 95% confidence is demonstrated for a minimum flaw size and for all greater flaw sizes (90/95 POD). The DOEPOD procedures are sequentially executed in order to minimize the number of samples needed to demonstrate that there is a 90/95 POD lower confidence bound at a given flaw size and that the POD is monotonic for flaw sizes exceeding that 90/95 POD flaw size. The conservativeness of the DOEPOD methodology results is discussed. Validated guidelines for binomial estimation of POD for fracture critical inspection are established.
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